Data-educed broadband equivalent acoustic source model for supersonic jet noise.
A broadband equivalent acoustic source distribution can be used to model the sound field near a high-speed jet. Such models must account for the spatiospectral variation of the sound levels. This work presents a technique for obtaining such a model using a spectral decomposition method associated with large and fine-scale turbulent mixing noise to create broadband equivalent source distributions for each noise type. The large-scale turbulent mixing noise is represented by frequency-dependent wavepackets, while the fine-scale turbulent mixing noise is modeled as a frequency-dependent incoherent, extended source distribution. This technique is applied to acoustical measurements from an ideally expanded, unheated Mach 1.8 jet. The wavepackets model the sound field levels in the maximum radiation region, but the second incoherent source distribution is required to obtain the levels at the other locations. The combination of the incoherent source distribution and the wavepacket provides a broadband, equivalent acoustic source representation that adequately models the sound field for Strouhal numbers between 0.04 and 0.25. At higher Strouhal numbers, better agreement is obtained when accounting for a frequency-dependent shift in the apparent acoustic source region. This frequency-dependent source region is more important closer to the jet than in the far field.